Voluntary Military Training Opened To Advanced Students

Department Of Physical Education Will Sponsor Preparation For Emergency

Although Rice Institute failed to receive an infantry unit of the army in the recent official university organization pending the completion of the faculty and apparatus under a program announced Wednesday afternoon by September 8, 1940, according to Dr. H. F. McCracken, head of the department of physical education, the present telephone service, the statement was issued, is under a program to be prepared for the possible need of real service by the army.

A program has been arranged under which students over twenty years of age may enroll in the department of physical education for the purpose of preparing themselves for possible service by the army.
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The Rally Club Squads Loom As Favorites

By Tony Anglin

With fifteen home games remaining in their intramural football season, the Rally Club Squads have been a consistent force this year. Their recent victory over the Engineers made them the third highest in the Atlantic League, behind the All-Stars and the Feathered Flock. With this win, the Rally Club Squads are now in a strong position to secure a spot in the semi-finals.

The game was marked by a strong performance from Rally Club No. 1, led by quarterback Billy Cline. Cline, who missed the team's first three games with a shoulder injury, returned to the starting lineup and delivered a solid performance. He completed 17 of 24 passes for 215 yards and two touchdowns, while also rushing for 79 yards and a touchdown.

The victory over the Engineers was a苦果 of a strong team effort. The Rally Club Squads' defense held the Engineers to just one touchdown, while the offense put up 389 total yards. The team's running back, Jerry Dobelman, had a breakout game, rushing for 111 yards and a touchdown on 15 carries. His performance was a key factor in the team's victory.

The Rally Club Squads' win puts them in good position for the rest of the season. With five games remaining, they are looking to secure a spot in the semi-finals. The team's performance against the Engineers was a sign of their potential, and they are looking to build on this momentum in the coming games.

Another strong academic day was held on the campus on Tuesday afternoon. The theme of the day was "Preparing for the Future." Following lunch, George Olsen, a professor of philosophy, delivered a lecture on the importance of critical thinking and the role of philosophy in our lives.

Olsen, who is also the head of the intramural tennis tournament, was proud of the turnout of students and faculty. "It's great to see so many people interested in philosophy," he said. "I think this event is a great way to engage students in meaningful discussions.

After the lecture, students had the opportunity to participate in a variety of activities, including a debate on the topic of free will and a workshop on how to write a philosophy paper. The day ended with a screening of the movie "The Good Fight," which is about a group of students who are trying to start a philosophy club on their university campus.

Overall, the event was a success, and Olsen is looking forward to planning more events in the future. "I think this is something we can build on," he said. "I hope to see even more people involved in philosophy in the coming years."
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Despite the flood of events and spectacles that threatened to overwhelm the Institute, Under the plan hereinafter referred to as 'Student Action', the attention of all who are interested in the city's activities is focused on the student movement, which is being conducted in a systematic and efficient manner.
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The manpower of the Institute was made available for the city's activities by the Student Action plan. Under this plan, the Institute asked its members to register for service, and the results were encouraging.
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